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ABSTRACT

We consider the introduction of fluctuation corrections to saddle- point results in the
symmetric treatment of a mixed pseudofermion-boson representation of correlated elec-
trons. In our calculations we avoid the complications of working in the discrete imaginary-
time formulation of the functional integral, a procedure recently advocated in the liter-
atura as mandatory for this problem. For a simple two-site model our approach leads
to approximate results in remarkable agreement with the exact ones, and without the
spurious nonanalyticities of other similar treatments.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The use of mixed pseudofermion-boson representations of fermionic operators -usually called slave-
boson approach- is one of the few available techniques to investigate highly correlated electron systems
[1]. This method has been applied in the last years to different problems, including the Kondo impurity,
[2] the Anderson Hamiltonian, [3] and a number of Hubbard models. [4,5] In spite of its considerable
success in describing the relevant physics already at the mean-field level, the calculation of corrections to
the zeroth-order results turned out to be a subtle and to some extent deceiving work. Notwithstanding
the large body of literature in the area, it seems that most of the problems involved in these calculations
have been recognized only very recently [6,7]. In particular, Arrigoni et al. [8,9] have traced the source of
most problems to the incorrect use from the outset of a continuous imaginary-time representation in the
functional integral formulation of this technique. The use of a functional integral formulation is, on the
other hand, almost unavoidable because of the need to handle restrictions to an uiiphysically enlarged Fock
space, which is inherent to the slave-boson method. Their proposal was then to keep the imaginary-time
mesh during intermediate calculations, and to carry the limiting procedure at the end on the final results.
In this way they were able to pick up some previously missed contributions (that they called "contributions
from infinity"), and that brought the corrected values more in line with exact and/or expected results.
However, this procedure is rather cumbersome and requires the use of special techniques, for instance to
sum up on a finite number of Matsubara frequencies.

There are at least two different slave-boson representation of fermionic operators. In the original version
[1,3] which introduces a sort of spin-charge separation- two slave bosons describe empty and double
occupied states, while the pseudofermions take care of the spin degrees of freedom in single occupied sites.
This representation was later extended by Kotliar and Ruckenstein, [4] who introduced also slave bosons
to describe the single occupancy. In this way, with the use of four bosons they kept track of changes
in the background configuration in which the (pseudo)fermions move. The most appealing feature of
their calculation was the recognition that a proper use of the freedom associated to the enlargement of
Fock space allowed them to recover, at the mean-field level, the results obtained from the Gutzwiller
approximation for the ground- state energy. This somehow fortunate fact opened up the way to generalize
this approximation to the thermodynamics of strongly correlated electrons, and, most importantly, to
devise a way of systematically improving it. In spite of the effort put in this direction during several
years, very recently it was shown [10,11] that all these attempts following standard manipulations of the
functional integral were plagued by inconsistencies that spoiled instead the nice Gutzwiller mean-field
results. Arrigoni and Strinati's work mainly an extension to the four slave-boson approach of [8,9]-
included also some improvements on the original Kotliar- Ruckenstein ideas, and a recipe on how to
perform the calculations to avoid inconsistencies.

In a recent work J12] we have presented an alternative approach to the standard usage of slave bosons,
where bosons and pseudofermions are treated on equal footing. The method was formulated in terms
of the original two-slave-boson representation, which allowed us to perform a conserving approximation
keeping all the original symmetries of the Hamiltonian (charge- and spin-rotation invariance at half filling
for a bipartite lattice Hubbard model). In the paramagnetic phase, a nice feature of our calculations is
the non-trivial dependence with the system dimension of relevant quantities, like for instance the energy
gap as a function of U. A related important fact is the absence of spurious Mott transitions for finite
and ID systems. In this work we reinvestigate the one-level two-site model considered in [10,11], in
order to compare with the results there obtained. We include Gaussian corrections to the mean- field
picture described in [12] for this simple model, and show how to avoid the trouble of keeping the discrete
imaginary-time mesh. When compared with the exact and previous results in the literature, our results
show a definite improvement at both the qualitative (absence of spurious nonanalyticities) and quantitative
level. Moreover, our calculational scheme makes no use of ad hoc renormalization operators in the hopping
amplitude, [4] nor it has any adjustable parameter to reproduce the U = 0 result. [10] Finally, we stress



that all the calculations are performed within the continuous imaginary-time formulation of the functional
integral (with the only proviso of resorting to canonical quantum many-body theory when necessary),
which avoids the burden of the discrete-r formulation.

The layout of this work is as follows. In the next section we recapitulate the ideas developed in [12],
and applied them to the one-level two-site Hubbard model. Then, in Sec.3 we explicitly solve the problem
at the saddle-point level, introducing the propagators and related quantities that will be used to compute
the Gaussian fluctuation corrections. In Sec.4 we sketch the calculation of these one-loop corrections, and
discuss the related problem of zero modes and gauge fixing. Finally, in Sec.5 we present the results and
compare them to previous ones in the literature. We close this section with some summarizing conclusions.

II. SYMMETRIC PSEUDOFERMION-BOSON TREATMENT IN THE SLAVE-BOSON APPROACH

In order to compare with [10], we will consider the same one-level two-site Hubbard model considered
by these authors,

H = -2t J ^ k &,v)

where n^ is the particle density at site i for a =T, I electrons. Notice that the factor 2 in front of the
hopping term comes from the periodic boundary conditions. In particular, for 2 electrons ("half-filling")
the ground-state energy of this model is given by Bo = U/2 — y U2/4 + (4i)2.

As in [12], we will replace the original fermion operators according to ca = e*sa + <rs^_ad and the
corresponding dagged expressions for their Hermitian conjugates. Here e,d are bosonic operators as-
sociated to the charge degrees of freedom (they destroy empty and double occupied sites respectively),
and s-\,si are fermionic operators that take care of the spin degrees of freedom (destroy single occupied
sites with the corresponding spin projection). In order for this to be a faithful representation of the
original Fermi algebra, the state space must be restricted to have exactly one particle on each site, i.e.,

e?e< + d\di + Y,,,*l*i* = K* = 1.2)-
Going now to a path integral representation of this problem (which is better suited to tackle the above

restriction on Fock space), we find Z = Trexp {~0H) = fdnexp(—S), where d(i is some normalized
measure in all the fields involved, and S = J drLfr). The Lagrangian is

et (8r + i\i{r)) a + d\ {dTL(T) =

with

H(T) = -2t{e1d2+e2di)J2as\<,4_<t + K.c.~jYJ
ills«' • (2)

(We keep the dagger notation although in this context it only means complex conjugate or its generalization
to Grassmann variables). In these expressions the A '̂s (i = 1,2) are r-dependent fields that come from
Fourier-transforming the 6 functions imposing the restriction to physical configurations in the functional
integral. Integrations on these constraint fields are assumed to be included in the measure dp. Notice that
since the restriction on the number of particles on each site commutes with the Hamiltonian, it would
have sufficed to impose this restriction only at r — 0.

Several comments are in order at this point. First, we have set the chemical potential fi = U/2
corresponding to half filling. Second, we have dropped from the Hamiltonian the hopping terms
that conserve double occupancy, since for the 2-electron 2-site problem these terms do not contribute
to the final result (keeping them would have produced no contribution neither at the saddle point
nor from fluctuations). Third, since we are writing physical fermion operators as bilinear expres-
sions in (pseudo)fermions and bosons, the theory picks up a gauge symmetry under transformations



et —* eiexp(iOi), di —* diexpiOi, s^ —> Sia exp(i8i). This symmetry can be further enlarged to in-

dependent gauge transformations by including the shifting AJ(T) —» Aj(r) — 9i{r).

By following the ideas developed in [12], instead of condensing the bosons as in the usual procedure we

perform two Hubbard-Stratonovich transformations to decouple bosons from fermions in (2). In this way

we obtain S = j£ dr(|VKi|2 + \W2\
2 - »Z)i=i 2 A* + L* + L>>)' w i t h

and

(3 )

\4 +

Since the Hubbard-Stratonovich fields are coupled only to bosonic and fermionic symmetric channels, it
is convenient to change to symmetric and antisymmetric fields a± = (ai ± ct2)/\/2, with a = e,d,sff, A.
Furthermore, it can be seen that at least to quadratic fluctuations the antisymmetric X channel does not
make any contribution, so that we will disregard in the following the A- field and simply call A+ = A.
With these simplifications, (3) and (4) can be written as:

" (5)
V V

and

n 1

Here sj, = (a^ jS^i) and bj, = (e],,<k,) (rj = ±), and we have defined the dynamical matrices

J_
" V2

_ 1 / iX -ly/irjWl \

The corresponding harmonic actions S* and Sb can be readily integrated (at least in a formal way), in

order to obtain:

VWiVW2V\exp{- /

In this equation Seff [W, ,W3,X] = -lnZf [Wi, W3, A] - In Zb [WJ, W%, X], where Z! = JVs exp ( - S ' )
and ^h - /OePdexpf-S*) .

Up to this point everything is essentially exact, and the Hamiltonian charge- and spin- rotation symme-
tries, as well as the new gauge symmetry, are all preserved. Moreover, our approach has treated on equal
footing both pseudofermions and bosons. [12] To proceed further we need to introduce some approxima-
tion. In the next section we explicitly evaluate (7) and the main quantities of interest to zeroth order in
a saddle- point expansion.

III. SADDLE-POINT RESULTS

To perform a saddle-point expansion we shift the Hubbard-Stratonovich and constraint A fields according
to Wi{r) = V2tW + SWi{r), W? = V2tW + 6W*(T) (i = 1,2), and i\{r) = <j2Xo + i6X(r). As
usual, the saddle-point values W, W, and Ao are obtained by minimizing the action in (7), which gives

'tap ;*



W = 2(eid2), W = 2{«Jt4i), plus the constraint equation Y^,i=i 2(
elei + ^ * + H^L8**) = 1-

that the structure of the saddle point (W* ± W, Xo £ dt) requires an analytic continuation to reach it.

To solve explicitly for ZgP and ZSP and to obtain the above saddle-point equations it is convenient to
switch to the canonical formalism. In this way we only need to perform standard Bogoliubov diagonal-
izations of the Hamiltonians corresponding to the Lagrangeans (5),(6) evaluated at W\ — W2 = */2tW

and w\ — W2 = y/2tW. By this procedure we avoid the complications of keeping the discrete-time
mesh which defines the functional integral in order to pick up the so called "contributions from infinity"
discussed in [10,11] (see also [9]). Notice that once we properly dealt with these exact integrations of
fermions and bosons, since the dynamics of the Hubbard-Stratonovich and constraint fields are only a
reflection of the original pseudofermion and boson dynamics, we can safely take the continuum limit in
the functional integral from the outset. The simplicity of these calculations should be compared to the
subtle and somewhat cumbersome calculations described in [9-11].

For the sake of completeness, and for further use in computing fluctuations above the saddle point, we
give here the results of the Bogoliubov diagonalizations. For fermions, the transformation coefficients are
given by

. - t M i - tf

and the quasiparticle energy is «/ = y/(X0 - U/2)2 + (2t)2W2. The propagator G±(T) = -<rTs±(r)s^{0))
can be cast in frequency space in the form G±(iujn) = G± /(zojn + e/) -I- G±^/(iu>n — £/), where

y2 ±uv

±uv u2

For bosons, the corresponding results are:

1

with a quasiparticle energy et = y/\% - (2t)2W2. The propagator Z>±(r) = -{TTb±(T)b^.(0)) becomes

in this case D±(iwn) = D^/(wn + «i>) + D±~V(*w» - £(>)t where

-v2 ±uv

±uv -u2

Using the above results, we can obtain explicitly the saddle-point equations:

2tw
w _ w- 1 - ' l I M

tf tb tb tf \OJ

and the saddle-point energy at T = 0 is BSp - -2tWW - U (1 - |Ao|/£t).
We stress here that the saddle-point solution we proposed breaks the gauge symmetry introduced by the

use of the mixed pseudofermion-boson representation of the original operators. Although this breaking of
a gauge symmetry is strictly forbidden by Elitzur's theorem [13], a possible justification of this procedure
has been given in the context of lattice gauge theories [14], On the other hand, the physical charge-
and spin-rotation symmetries of the Hamiltonian are preserved in all these calculations. In the following
section we discuss the Gaussian fluctuation corrections to the above saddle- point results.

IV. GAUSSIAN FLUCTUATIONS AND ZERO MODES

We turn now to the calculation of Gaussian fluctuations above the saddle-point. To this end we expand
the action to second order in the shifted Hubbard-Stratonovich and constraint X fields (for notational
simplicity we drop the 6's in front of these fluctuations keeping the same name as the original fields):
S ~ SSP + / / dr(\Wi|2 + \W2\

2) + S(sl [W,W*,\]. We have defined



0(r')
SP

with o,/3 = Wi,Wj,\ Transforming to frequency space we can write the fluctuating part
of the action in a simple matrix form: S*£p = ^x ' fmj j fwj .xfw) , with x*(w) =

(9)

In this matrix the indices i,j = 1,2, and the entries are fermionic and bosonic bubbles given by:

. Tr | G^'FZGF'FZ ) T Trl

and

TV

— 2ei>

Before integrating up the quadratic fluctuations it is necessary to discuss the consequences of breaking
the continuous gauge symmetry in this calculational scheme. The existence of infinitely many degener-
ate saddle points connected by the continuous gauge group produces a zero mode in each w-subspace
described by (9). Furthermore, since this matrix is not Hermitian (because of the above mentioned
analytic continuation required to reach the saddle point), it has different right and left eigenvectors
associated to its null eigenvalue. These eigenvectors, which can be obtained by infinitesimal gauge
transformations of the saddle-point values, are given by XQ1Eht = (^/2tW, \/2tW, y/2tW,\/2iW, iw)' and
Xoeft = (V2tW, V2tW, s/2tW,y/2tW, -iu). A way of avoiding the infinities associated to the zero modes
requires defining collective coordinates along the orbit of the gauge group, so they have no restoring force
at the quadratic level. These coordinates are then simply integrated out by using the Fadeev- Popoff
trick, which introduces into the functional integral measure the condition that physical fluctuations must
be orthogonal to them. In performing this change of coordinates we must introduce a determinant

AFP(UJ) = [J1 + 4( (\V2 + W2)] * .

The correction to the saddle-point energy at T = 0 is then given by

AE = ~ f duln
/ — o o

det

where Vleft(ui) and Vvht(u>) are proyectors onto the subespaces ortogonals to Xoeft and x£sht respectively.
An alternative approach to the one above described is the following. We use the freedom associated

the gauge symmetry prior to the saddle point calculation, and perform a gauge transformation with
8i{r) = Aj(r). This will eliminate from the action the dependence on the constraint A fields, except on
the zero- frequency subspace. Furthermore, since we are only interested in the ground-sate properties of
( 1), we can disregard the fluctuation contribution coming from this subspace (an integrable point in the
standard evaluation of the overall sum over frequencies as a continuous integral). Notice that for the non-
zero frequency subspaces the corresponding fluctuation matrix A'(UJ) is obtained from (9) by eliminating
the last row and column. The energy correction in this case is

AE = ~ I duj\n[det(A'(uj))].
J — oo

We have checked that this procedure gives the same ground-state energy obtained by the above collective
coordinate method including the Jacobian AFP in the measure.



V. DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

The numerical solution of the saddle-point equations (8) at T = 0 gives the ground-state energy shown
by the dashed line in Fig. 1. For the sake of comparison, we have included in the same figure the exact
values (dotted line) and Arrigoni and Strinati's results [10} (dot-dashed line), which already include the
fluctuation corrections to their mean-field values. We stress that the results in [10] are obtained by using
a free parameter to pin the mean-field curve at U = 0 to the exact result (notice that the inclusion of
fluctuations slightly deteriorates this agreement). The cusp at U ~ 16t is a remnant of the spurious Mott
transition obtained by these authors at saddle-point order.

Our mean-field result is qualitatively correct, and also quantitatively acceptable taking into account the
absence of any ad hoc renormalization of the fermion bandwidth at U = 0. Furthermore, the agreement
with exact values becomes remarkable when the Gaussian fluctuations discussed in the previous section
are included (long dashed line in Fig. 1). Moreover, we obtain the exact result at U = 0, although this is
a fortuitous feature of the 2-site model. For larger systems we expect a good agreement with exact results
only when U is large enough (work in this direction is in progress). Notice the sensible renormalization
of mean-field values produced by the Gaussian fluctuations, and the inclusion (already at saddle point
order) of magnetic interactions due to virtual processes at very large U. This improvement on previous
works is directly tied to our symmetric treatment of pseudofermions and bosons. [12]

We have also computed the mean double occupancy as a function of Ujt (Fig. 2). This curve shows
a crossover region from the small- to the large-[/ behavior of the model where our approximation does
not give the average number of double occupied sites correctly. It is interesting to notice that this region
is centered at the crossing point between the saddle-point and exact results (actually these two curves
and the fluctuation-corrected one meets nearly at the same point). We are tempted to speculate that
this point gives the limit of validity of our approach with decreasing U for larger systems. Work in this
direction is in progress.

In conclusion, we have introduced fluctuation corrections to saddle-point results in the symmetric
treatment of a mixed pseudofermion-boson representation of correlated electrons. In these calculations
we avoided working on a discrete imaginary-time mesh, a procedure recently advocated in the literature.
For a simple zero-dimensional (two-site) model our approach leads to both qualitative and quantitative
agreement with exact results, specially in the interesting large- Ujt region. Extension of this work to one-
and two-dimensional systems is presently being carried out.
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Fig. 1: Ground-state energy in units of the hopping integral t as a function of Uft. The dashed line
is the saddle-point result; the full line is the fluctuation corrected result. Also shown are the exact
values "(dotted line) and the predictions from [10] (dot-dashed line).
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Fig. 2: Mean double occupancy as a function of U/t. Dashed and full lines are the saddle-point and
fluctuation corrected results respectively. The dotted line is the exact result.






